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In 1966 a group of highly respected aerospace engineers revealed that US scientists were

perfecting ways to control gravity. They predicted a breakthrough would come by the end of the

decade, ushering in an era of limitless, clean propulsion for a new breed of fuelless transport

systems - and weapons beyond our imagination. Of course it never happened. Or did it? Forty years

later a chance encounter with one of the engineers who made that prediction forces a highly

sceptical aerospace and defence journalist, Nick Cook, to consider the possibility that America did

indeed crack the gravity code - and has covered up ever since. His investigations moved from the

corridors of NASA to the dark heartland of America's classified weapons establishment, where it

became clear that half a century ago, in the dying days of the Third Reich, Nazi scientists were

racing to perfect a Pandora's Box of high technology that would deliver Germany from defeat.

History says that they failed. But the trail that takes Cook deep into the once-impenetrable empire of

SS General Hans Kammler - the man charged by Adolf Hitler with perfecting German secret

weapons technology - says otherwise. In his pursuit of the true facts behind Kammler, Cook finally

establishes the truth: America is determined to hang onto its secrets, but the stakes are enormous

and others are now in the race to acquire a suppressed technology.
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"Classic sleuthing journalism - I couldn't put it down" New Scientist "Cook relates his investigations

in splendid cloak-and-dagger style with low-lit X-files scenes of secret meetings and nervous



witnesses" Guardian "An extraordinary investigation into avaition's greatest mystery" Mail on

Sunday

Nick Cook is the Aviation Editor of Jane's Defence Weekly, the world's leading military affairs

journal, a position he has held for 12 years. He has also written for national UK newspapers

including The Times, Sunday Times and Sunday Telegraph, and has had many of his stories

syndicated worldwide. Hunt For Zero Point is the culmination of a five-year investigation into an

undocumented technological phenomenon. Nick Cook is a world-leading defence journalist.

Excellent science that reads like science fiction, but it's all true!

There is nothing to criticise in this book! When reading about anything to do with the Aurora Project

or Die Glocke (the Nazi Bell), you constantly come against hearsay and myth. Its very hard to find

hard facts and Nick Cook is just the man to do that. Former Jane's journalist, his credentials could

not be better and he writes with a clarity and brevity that leaves in you in no doubt he believes what

he is telling you. And if somebody from Jane's is telling you something, you better believe it!I loved

this from start to finish. Impossible to put down if you like reading about Black projects or WWII

secret technology. This has to be the authoritative work on the subject - for now!

The Book Is A Pageturner,But The Following Documentery About Roswell Was A Waste Of Time.

Not sure what to make of this. I need to write more apparently to review this so I'm just going to

ramble like I am sure this book does.
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